PROFIT BUILDING

By George Hedley

Stop Micro-Managing, Get
Organized and In-Control!

Expect Growth

Upcoming MBMA Energy Webinars
Many municipalities in the United States
have adopted an energy code or standard.
MBMA has developed a comprehensive webinar that will educate you on how to navigate

Forecasts express anticipation of four solid years of economic improvement

and utilize today’s energy codes and standards

The metal building systems industry, like

tion to administration. We must be staffed to work

as they apply to metal building systems, while

the majority of America’s business sectors,

efficiently and accurately while maintaining safety

incorporating portions of the MBMA “Energy

will experience slow growth for rest of this

to keep pace with the significant coming demand.

Design Guide for Metal Building Systems.”

year; but there are reasons to be optimistic.

Every company must do important things

reminding or telling them what to do. The more

ects, empowered and accountable employees,

This webinar will also help you understand

There is a general consensus among economists that

perfectly in order to be successful. If these

you do for employees, the less they do for you.

and an above-average profit margin. With systems

The Preparation

how to design and specify metal buildings to

the U.S. economy will see hearty growth from 2014

I am pleased to report that the MBMA has con-

tasks aren’t adhered to in a systematic standard-

When you make all the decisions and constantly

in place, your job changes from micro-managing

be energy efficient from the perspective of the

through 2017. Due to pent-up building demand, we

tinued, despite the economy, to faithfully invest in

ized way, customers get confused and stop doing

tell them how you want things done, they won’t

and controlling every move for every employee to

metal building specifier, contractor or builder.

anticipate that there will be increasing pressures on

research and industry enhancements that will be

business with your company. Would you go to

grow as valuable employees. This micro-manag-

making sure the company systems are followed.

Every registered participant will receive a copy

the non-residential building market to produce build-

critical to our industry as the economy expands.

McDonald’s if the hamburgers were different

ing behavior controls people and keeps them from

ings—and build them fast. With pent-up demand,

MBMA is working hard to create new tools and

not wanting to contribute more or become the

Install one system every month

of MBMA’s “Energy Design Guide for Metal

every time? Your company can’t move forward if

Building Systems” as part of the course fee.

caused from years of recession, businesses will need

long-term solutions that will impact construction

you do things in a disorganized chaotic manner.

best they can be. When you finally discover the

Business always changes and continually needs

Some of the topics covered:

their new and expanded buildings “yesterday.”

in the coming decade. These investments will

With pressures of building a profitable construc-

problem with your people is you and not them,

improvement as you grow and hire people to do

• Energy design responsibilities

tion company, it’s often tempting to micro-man-

you’ll realize the correct decision is to install

the work. If you continue to do business the same

• How metal building systems fit into

age or do things by the seat of your pants.

written systems. This will change your role from

way, you won’t improve or get better. Look at pro-

control freak to manager of the systems.

fessional sports. Teams are always installing new

Is your company doing just OK, but it’s missing a few parts, broken down and taped together

plays, trying new things and constantly working

the energy codes
• How to navigate and apply energy
code requirements

This need will arise because the U.S. has

bear fruit with game-changing deliverables. For

faced such a long season of slow recovery.

example, MBMA is completing work on life cycle

Many of the companies that have resisted capital

assessment and sustainability tools that will have

spending on hard core construction projects will

a tremendous impact on the market position of the

be forced to do so as the economy accelerates.

metal building systems industry.

with duct tape? For example, do you personally

Good people or good systems?

order and schedule all materials because you

Without written systems in place, good people

ness, you must also be improving and working on

don’t have a system in place to allow your fore-

won’t help your problem. Six different good

new ways to improve. Make it your goal to install

man or superintendents to do it for you? Do you

people will still do things six different ways. This

one or two new systems every month. As you

standards, such as the IECC and ASHRAE

end up going from job site to job site making sure

is not a long-term solution to company growth

create and write your “MUST DO” playbook, start

90.1, and how they apply to metal

nies have needed increased space, but have been

your crews are doing things the way you want

challenges. Start by listing the top 10 tasks you

with the most important things that must be done

building systems

creative in finding ways to continue to function

two-hour fire rated wall assemblies that were suc-

them done? Do you have to make every major or

absolutely must do perfectly for your company

to ensure success. This becomes your operational

Dates: April 30, June 4, July 2, August 6,

without spending scarce finances on buildings.

cessfully tested at Underwriters Laboratory (UL

minor decision for your people? Are you too busy

to become successful. For example, if you are a

system “DO” manual and training tool how you

September 3, October 1

With most forecasts showing more aggressive

Listing W404 and 413). Groundbreaking seismic

working to fully understand your actual job costs,

concrete contractor, you better have a system in

do business. Remember, if it’s not written, every-

Details: www.mbma.com/bookstore

growth, there will be a lot of pressure for American

research, shear strength of tapered members and

company financials or profit targets?

place to ensure concrete slabs are installed per

thing is still in your head, and you’ll be the only

companies to produce—and fast.

flange brace research is ongoing. This research,

plans and do not crack except at expansion joints.

one calling the plays.

Manage systems, not people!

When estimating new projects, you better have

on new ways to beat their competition. As a busi-

By replacing yourself with written opera-

• Common ways to insulate a metal
building system
• Recent updates to energy codes and

A lot of times, when you go into a recession, you

These tools will be highly valuable in determin-

come out like a hockey stick. This hasn’t happened

ing environmental impacts and will clearly help

because of the broad and deep recession, so

member companies win more work. We anticipate

recovery has been decidedly slow. Many compa-

having these tools available before the end of 2013.

The Metal Building Manufacturers Associa-

MBMA now offers contractors one- and

performed by MBMA, is dependent upon the com-

Upcoming MBMA Fire Webinars

tion (MBMA) building systems manufacturers are

mitment of member firms. Members have invested

Successful companies have written operational

systems in place to provide accurate job costs to

tional systems, you’ll have time to find better

Fire resistance requirements for building con-

prepared to deliver. We understand the need to

significant time to make these research efforts

systems in place to allow managers to coach rather

estimate new jobs. If you want to make a profit,

customers, hire and train better people, and seek

struction continue to become more complicated

build quickly. We have the capacity from the engi-

viable—even in these past few years of financial

than micro-manage people and make every deci-

you must have financial systems in place to track

better opportunities. When you work too hard

with each new edition of the code. New materi-

neering, detailing and production sides to support

constraints and market pressures. This commit-

sion for them. When I finally realized I couldn’t be

and collect money owed, forecast your cash

and make all the decisions, you’ll never have

als, such as foam plastics and higher levels of

very aggressive schedules. We are an industry of

ment of our members to dedicate their senior staff

at every job site and watch everything for every-

needs, and track your overhead and profit goals.

time to get better, and you’ll peak at the level of

insulation, will change the way buildings are

design-build contractors, so fast tracking is some-

and technical experts to assist MBMA is the glue

what you control.

designed, and will change the fire resistance

thing that we do very well. This gives us tremen-

that keeps the association able to explore and

requirements in the codes.

dous marketplace advantage to meet the grow-

solve critical industry issues. Their involvement and

ing needs. Even through this difficult economy,

continued passionate commitment have made our
industry what it is today.

body, I had a choice. I could shrink my company
back to a controllable size so I could continue to be

Manage the systems

the do-it-all owner of a company that doesn’t make

If you were going to buy another company, what

George Hedley is a licensed professional busi-

very much money. Or I could install and replace

would you want to know about it? You want to

ness coach, popular professional speaker and

Building Systems webinars give attendees

the industry has increased its market share with

myself with written systems that allow employ-

know if the business works without the owner

author of “Get Your Business to Work!” available

knowledge of the building code requirements

building projects ranging from shopping centers,

ees to know how I want things done without my

doing all the work. A business that works is in

at his online bookstore. He works with contractors

for fire protecting buildings and an advanced

manufacturing facilities, and schools to hospitals,

arduous era of downturn, MBMA has never

constant full-time supervision and direction. This

control, systemized and organized. The systems

to build profitable growing companies. To request

understanding of how to do so. The webinars

office buildings and warehouses.

stopped investing in significant research to make

will free you to focus on important things that allow

run the business (not the owner). The owner or

your free copy of “Profit 101 For Contractors,” sign

cover the International Building Code (IBC)

managers manage the systems (not do the work).

up for his free monthly e-newsletter, hire Hedley to

requirements for fire rated construction, focus-

The organized and systemized company produces

speak, be part of his ongoing BIZCOACH program,

The Challenge

the industry stronger and protect its long-term

your company to grow and prosper.

ing on specific examples for metal building

Our industry has proven through past economic

forward-thinking solutions that impact construction

do it all yourself? Nothing happens without your

the same consistent results every time. This

or take a class at Hardhat BIZSCHOOL online uni-

systems. MBMA’s UL rated assemblies are

cycles that we are very able to respond quickly to

for future decades. MBMA’s current focus on en-

involvement if you don’t have good systems in

guarantees repeat loyal customers, a safe working

versity, visit www.hardhatpresentations.com or

reviewed in detail, in addition to incorporat-

help companies add the capacity they have put off

ergy research, for example, will definitely support

place to allow people to do a good job without

environment, quality workmanship, on-time proj-

email gh@hardhatpresentations.com.

ing portions of the “MBMA Fire Resistance

during the decline. Our industry challenge will be

industry solutions for today and tomorrow.

Design Guide for Metal Building Systems”.

to make sure that we have the human resources

What happens or doesn’t happen when you

MBMA’s Fire Code Compliance for Metal

New webinar dates are coming for 2013.
Check www.mbma.com/bookstore for details.
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INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVE

By Jeff Carmean

METAL CONSTRUCTION NEWS

April 2013
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I am proud to say that throughout this long,

vitality. The association has a history of defining

to aggressively handle the needs. We will need

Jeff Carmean is chairman of the Metal Building

to make sure that we are adequately staffed in all

Manufacturers Association, Cleveland. To learn

areas—from marketing to engineering and produc-

more about MBMA, visit www.mbma.com.
April 2013
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